Results of the ESSAY CONTEST held on 28/09/2018

**English (Students)**

I. Mahesh (ISE – I Sem)

II. Ashish Raj (1RV16EE013)

**Kannada(Students)**

I. Shruti Kunkoor (3rd Sem M.Tech, Comm Systems)

II. Sindhu Rashmi (3rd Sem M.Tech, Software Engg.)

**English (Staff)**

I. Dr. Renuka Prasad (MCA)

II. Padmashree. T (Dept of ISE)

**Kannada(Staff)**

I. Srinivas. B.K (Dept of ISE)

II. Thippareddy (Dept of Bio Tech)

Congratulations to the winners, Better luck next time for others.

Prof. Prakash Biswagar

Convener

*Center for Gandhian Principles & Value based Education*

*RVCE, Bangalore*

Ps: Dates for award ceremony will be announced shortly

*We Can Shake The World In A Gentle Way!!!*